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Encircle Releases Game-Changing
Moisture Tool
Designed for Ease-of-Use in the Field to Simplify Water Jobs
Kitchener, ON – (October 8, 2019) - Encircle has launched a new Moisture tool within the Encircle platform to help
restoration contractors efficiently document water damage and determine the best course of action to dry the
job. Keeping with Encircle’s easy-to-use design, the new moisture tool has an intuitive user-interface that guides
technicians as they enter information.
Developed with the help of certified restorers and water loss specialists, Encircle’s Moisture tool facilitates the user
through a drying plan, giving restorers a way to visually document the claim.
This visual representation illustrates the mitigation strategy through a moisture map or sketch, helping stakeholders
understand what is required to dry the structure. It also includes dehumidifier and air mover calculators that follow
the S500 IICRC Standard, helping technicians determine how much equipment is needed on the job.
Even better, the tool features new reports to help insurers and policyholders understand the extent of the loss.
Reports are available to all stakeholders on the Encircle Platform as soon as they are created.
“Our Moisture tool bridges the communication gap between insurers and restorers allowing both to make accurate
and timely decisions,” noted Paul Donald, CEO of Encircle. “Simplifying the process of documenting a water loss is
a game changer for the property claims industry.”
Even techs with little to no background in water mitigation can use the Encircle Moisture tool, allowing experienced
technicians and PMs to remotely review their work to ensure that readings and equipment are properly placed. It
also features helpful alerts that notify restorers when the dehumidifier is not working, allowing them to proactively
mitigate issues.
“Encircle once again outpaces their competition in user experience with their new Moisture tool. Finally, a company
in the restoration industry that knows how to create the complete field tech user experience & interface with
professional reports. It just keeps getting better,” added Jay Holland, Field Consultant at Restoration 1 Holdings
Company.
The new Moisture tool is a key component of the Encircle platform, available now to all Encircle customers.
Learn more at getencircle.com/moisture.
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Connecting the claims process from first notice of loss to claim closed, Encircle helps
insurance companies, TPAs, and restoration contractors work collaboratively on one easy-touse platform. Insurers, TPAs, restorers, and policyholders alike can instantly share pictures,
videos, reports, sketches, and more, thereby improving communication and customer
satisfaction. Discover how Encircle makes managing claims easy at getencircle.com.
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